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Dear readers, it is with great joy that the JPIC-ED team of the Ghana-Nigeria Prov-

ince presents the first volume and first issue of 2022 JPIC-ED Newsletter. It is a spe-

cial release as the football fans are eagerly awaiting for the commencement of the 

world cup in Qatar. At the same time, as the world cup kicks off, we are also celebrat-

ing the World Children’s Day on the 20th November. It is an annual event that brings 

us together to create awareness and improve the welfare of children globally.   

This calls us to reflect on the various policies we make in relation to health, education, 

protection from violence, discrimination, environmental protection, climate change to 

name but a few. There is need for sustainable infrastructure (economic, developmen-

tal, political etc.) to enable both the current and future generations to meet their needs 

(Brundtland Report, 1987). It is indeed urgent to develop resilient economic structures 

that can stand the brutal and violent economic waves and tides.  

Indeed most of the developing economies are feeling the heat of the global economic 

meltdown and at the same time shouldering the devastating effects of climate change. 

It is at this point that we need to bring our efforts together as it is said that we do not 

grow when are comfortable or put in other words challenge is mother of invention. We 

are called to join the campaign in action to make our communities and parishes green 

by planting and caring for trees we plant. This will be our great contribution to reduc-

ing the effects of climate change.   

Our environment is in dire need for our care as Pope Francis in Laudato Si points out 

that people experience some forms of pollutions daily causing diseases and millions of 

premature deaths.  At the same time, we have caused blockages to our drainage sys-

tems by our careless ways of disposing plastic bags. We are called to care for our envi-

ronment and by so doing we are caring for ourselves and responding to the mission 

God commissioned the human family; to take care of creation (Gn 1: 28).   

I would like to wish our readers the peace of Christ as we all strive to bring about for-

giveness, reconciliation, Peace and Justice and care for God’s creation, and as we en-

counter and dialogue with others.  

  

                     Fr. Patrick Obai Emukule 

Editorial 
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Our Lady of Hope Parish is located in the 
North Eastern region of Ghana in the Nakpan-
duri-Bunkpurugu district and Bunkpurugu is 
the capital of the district. The Parish belongs 
to the Navrongo-Bolgatanga Diocese. 
Through the support of Missionaries of Afri-
ca, the Parish has organised peace meetings, 
workshops, formation of JPIC Committee and 
tree planting. There has been collaboration 
between the Parish and the Navrongo-
Bolgatanga Catholic Diocesan Development 
Organisation (NABOCADO) as far as Peace-
building is concerned.  
Currently, NABOCADO that is, the Bishop 
Secretariat is implementing two (2) projects in 
communities within Parish. These projects are 
the Integrated Peace-building for Improved 
Food and Nutrition Supply phase two (IN-
PEACE II) project funded by MISEREOR 
and Strengthening Border Communities Resil-
ience for Violence Prevention in the 
Bunkpurugu-Nakpanduri District of the North 
East Region project funded by the European 
Union through COGINTA-Ghana (Non-
governmental organization based in Geneva, 
Switzerland). The projects are under the Di-

rectorate of Good Governance, Justice and 
Peace of NABOCADO.  
The IN-PEACE II project [2020-2023] has an 
overall goal to reduce violent conflicts in the 
Diocese and ensure co-existence in a peace-
ful environment. This goal is fur ther  bro-
ken down into 2 objectives namely; a) to ena-
ble the twelve targeted communities to handle 
conflicts peacefully by the end of the project 
period and b) to promote conflict sensitive 
planning and action in the Diocesan and Mu-
nicipal/District Assemblies.  
The Project is currently being implemented in 
4 project communities and 7 non-project com-
munities across the two (2) administrative dis-
tricts within the Parish. These 4 project com-
munities are Kambatiak, Gbankoni, 
Bunkpurugu and Jimbale. The 7 non-project 
communities that have enjoyed the interven-
tions of the project so far are Kpentaung, Jilik 
No. 2, Bokfiok, Wawa, Sagban, Bunbuna and 
Mangor. The project employs the use of non-
violence approach such as dialogue and medi-
ation in conflict resolution.  
At the community level, the project is using 
the Community Peace Agents (CPAs) model 

Peace-Building Projects At Our Lady 
Of Hope Parish, Bunkpurugu 

By Fr. Sukanta Kumar Nayak, M.Afr 
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as a structure to promote peaceful co-
existence among residents with various back-
grounds. The CPAs are trained by the project 
to identify early warning signals, report and 
track the status as a measure of preventing 
tensions from escalating into violent con-
flicts. A total of 43 CPAs were trained and 
functioning in the 4 project communities. 
The project also builds the capacity of tradi-
tional leaders to help them resolve land and 
chieftaincy related conflicts in their jurisdic-
tions. The project has so far provided capaci-
ty building training to 35 chiefs within the 
catchment area of the Parish.  
The project is equally operational in 7 
schools within the parish through the for-
mation of school peace clubs. These schools 
are the Bunkpurugu Senior High/Technical 
School, Bunkpurugu D/A Junior High 
School, Salimbouku Junior High School, 
Kambatiak Junior High School, Gbankoni 
Junior High School, Jimbale Junior High 
School and Our Lady of Hope Junior High 
School. The School Peace Clubs foster social 
cohesion and tolerance among students of 
different backgrounds. The Peace Clubs in 
the 7 schools have a total population of 270 
members. Each school has at least one desig-
nated teacher as the Peace Club Patron.  
The project has formed and trained 6 Justice 
and Peace Committee (JPC) members at the 
parish level who are coordinating the activi-
ties of the project within the parish. At the 
district assembly level, the project facilitates 
dialogue session for stakeholders such as the 
security services, religious bodies, assembly 
members and the district leadership.  

Results from the in-peace project so far 
The project has in the last 2 years yielded 
positive results within the catchment of the 
parish which are worth sharing and here are 
some of the outcomes;  
The project in April 2021 intervened in a 
tribal dispute between the Konkombas and 
Bimobas in Jimbale. The intervention was 
climaxed in the organisation of a community 
durbar held at the junior high school grounds. 
During the durbar, the chiefs of the two ma-

jor ethnic groups pledged to peacefully co-
exist and build the community for their chil-
dren. Before this intervention, one of the eth-
nic groups could not access the route to their 
grave yards and that was raising tensions in 
the community. Since the intervention and 
continuous engagement with the project of-
fice, a route was collectively created for the 
use of the tribe that hitherto could not access 
their grave yards. Further, students from ei-
ther side of the ethnic group did not want to 
associate with their colleagues from the other 
side though they were in same classrooms. In 
the class, they sat according to their tribes 
which could not promote social cohesion. 
The students have since become friends and 
support systems for each other. This was 
made possible through the existence of the 
CPAs and the School Peace Clubs.   
The project intervention also averted a poten-
tial violent conflict between Bokfiok and Ji-
lik No. 2 over a farm land dispute in May 
2021. The office continues to follow up to 
ensure the sustainability of the peace 
achieved. In March, 2022 a community dur-
bar was held at Kpentaung for the Chiefs and 
people of Bokfiok, Jilik No. 2 and Kpen-
taung to renew their calls for peaceful co-
existence in light of the farming season.  
The project in 2021 intervened to prevent 
chieftaincy related violence between Mangor 
and Bunbuna. The project office collaborated 
with the Yunyoo-Nasuan district assembly to 
achieve this. The project has on several occa-
sions been able to bring together traditional 
and religious leaders, assembly members, 
security services and the youth to dialogue 
on peace-building activities.  
The project has through its quarterly radio 
sensitisation programs on peaceful co-
existence and social cohesion reached out to 
the wider population, resulting in community 
members asking for an increase in frequency 
of the radio talk-shows. Through the inter-
vention of the project to ensure there is 
peace, businesses have started to emerge in 
the area. The O.A travel and tour and VIP 
transport companies are among businesses 
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which have established their terminals in 
Bunkpurugu as a result of the peace that has 
returned to the area in the last 2 years.  
In a recent meeting with district assembly 
leadership, it was reported that through the IN
-PEACE project interventions, other develop-
ment partners and investors like the World 
Vision International have started establishing 
their offices in the area. Teachers and other 
workers have also started accepting postings 
and are now happily residing in the catch-
ment area of the parish due to the interven-
tions of the project.  
Through the peace project, collaborative busi-
nesses such as communal farming among 
youth, cooperative groups such as the Kam-
batiak Shea Nut Buyers Association are re-
emerging in the area. The project was able to 
get two administrative districts within the 
Parish namely Bunkpurugu-Nakpanduri and 
Yunyoo-Nasuan to incorporate peace-

building activities into their 2022-2025 medi-
um term development plans. The office has 
also trained the key officers on the implemen-
tation of the plans and since April 2022, the 
Assemblies have been carrying out peace-
building activities such as youth sensitisation 
in selected communities. The project has also 
built a good rapport between the church and 
the two Assemblies and we continue to enjoy 
this relationship.  
The IN-PEACE II project uses community 

sensitisation, radio talk-shows, drama, news-

letter writing, trainings, community follow-

ups and monitoring, dialogue with district 
level stakeholders among others as tools of 

implementation. In summary, the IN-PEACE 

project facilitates the existence of stable com-

munities with the hope to improve lives and 
livelihoods.  

 
 
Some pic-
tures of the 
sessions , 
facilitators 
and partici-
pants 
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“I claim the privilege to love 

you as my children even if you 

will not recognize me as your 

father…there are two things 

that we shall never tire to do, 

things that should never worry 

you nor drive you away from 

us: the first is to love you and 

if possible to prove it by doing 

good to you; the second is to 

pray for you to God, Father 

and Master of all created 

things, so that He may abun-

dantly give us light, mercy and 

peace” (Cardinal Charles 

Lavigerie, to Algerian Mus-

lims). At the same time the 

Church especially since the 

second Vatican Council has 

been very insistent in urging 

Christians to be committed to 

Interreligious Dialogue. It was 

an invitation for members of 

the faithful and all Christian 

communities to practice dia-

logue. St. Pope John Paul II 

was proposing that dialogue 

should be one of the charac-

teristics of the mission in the 

world that Jesus entrusted to 

the community of disciples.  

Driven by the spirit of contin-

uing the mission started by 

our Founder, we organised a 

football tournament in Savelu-

gu in order to strengthen our 

bonds of peace with our Mus-

lim brothers and sisters. The 

idea of bringing different peo-

ple together to socialise and 

promote peace and unity in 

Savelugu community was a 

thought I took on board. I met 

Father Pierre Songre, who is 

in charge of Inter-religious 

Dialogue, and I shared this 

idea with him, and he greatly 

appreciated it. Then I also ex-

changed the idea with my 

community members, and 

they encouraged me a lot. 

Football is a game that brings 

people together, no matter 

their differences either by 

tribe, age or religion. 

The Missionaries of Africa, 

through Father Pierre Songre, 

welcomed the great initiative 

of organising a football gala. 

When this idea was approved 

and accepted, I formed a three 

member-committee to take 

charge of the organisation of 

the tournament. The first step 

the committee took was to in-

vite clubs in Savelugu com-

munity to this great initiative. 

All the representatives of the 

clubs were very happy about 

it. They realised that it would 

bring a lot of fans and excite-

ment in Savelugu community.  

In the second meeting with the 

clubs, the committee revealed 

the number of clubs [eight] 

and the participation fee of 

GH¢ 50 which all the clubs 

agreed to. The tournament 

was agreed to start on Sunday 

5th June, 2022. The following 

clubs were invited to partici-

pate in the tournament; Yoo 

R/C, Rising Stars, NasaraFC, 

SugloFC, Yoo Babies, Ti-

yumbaFC, Lion Stars and Yoo 

United. These eight teams 

were divided into two groups, 

group A and group B. Group 

A was formed by Nasara FC, 

Tiyumba FC, Yoo Babies and 

Suglo FC. Group B was 

formed by Yoo R/C, Yoo 

United, Lion Stars and Rising 

Stars. Then the committee 

fixed the schedule of the 

matches: the group stage 

MISSIONARIES OF AFRICA PEACE 

TOURNAMENT 

By Anaclet T. KASENDE, Stagiaire M.Afr. 
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matches were to be played for 

six days. Before we started 

the tournament, Might FM 

radio invited us to brief the 

people about the tournament 

and explain our aim of organ-

ising such competition.  

On 5th of June, the opening 

ceremony match was between 

Yoo R/C and Rising Stars and 

the people were there in great 

numbers to witness the start 

of the competition. In the 

group stage each club played 

three matches. After these 

group stages, Nasara FC was 

the winner of group A and 

Suglo FC came second, while 

Yoo Babies and Tiyumba FC 

were eliminated. In group B, 

Yoo United was the head of 

the group, followed by Rising 

Stars. Yoo R/C and Lion 

Stars were eliminated. 

On Saturday 11/06/2022 the 

semi-finals were played. The 

first match was between Na-

sara FC and Rising Stars. Ris-

ing Stars won and Nasara FC 

was eliminated. The second 

match was Yoo United 

against Suglo FC and it was 

won by Yoo United. The 

match for third and fourth 

place was between Nasara FC 

and Suglo FC and Nasara FC 

was the winner. On Monday 

13/06/2022, Yoo United and 

Rising stars played the final 

match. On this day, a lot of 

people were gathered at the 

Savelugu Junior High School 

to support their players and to 

express their joy. Father 

Pierre Songre was the special 

guest of honor and was asked 

to kick-off this final match. 

He was accompanied by Fa-

ther Salvator and Father 

Tewelde and some Christians 

from Yisa Ma Mariama Par-

ish. The first half of the game 

ended goalless, but in the sec-

ond half Rising Stars got two 

free kicks which were con-

verted by Alhassan Moham-

med to give Rising Stars a 

two goal lead. Yoo United 

also created a lot of chances 

but they couldn’t get a conso-

lation goal. And so the match 

ended 2-0 in favour of Rising 

Stars.  

When the match ended, both 

the players and the supporters 

were together to listen to the 

speech of Fr. Songre, the spe-

cial guest. He began by 

thanking us for taking this 

initiative. He also thanked all 

the teams who participated in 

this tournament and especial-

ly those who won the trophy. 

He added that the trophy won 

does not represent anything 

because it does not bring in 

lots of money! What is im-

portant is the idea of living 

together as brothers and pro-

moting peace and unity 

among the people. The vice-

chairman of Savelugu munic-

ipal football association de-

livered a speech before Fr. 

Songre climaxed the occasion 

with a great motivational and 

peace message to the people 

of Savelugu community. He 

also thanked the Missionaries 

of Africa for this great ges-

ture.  

The champions were given a 

nice package of jersey, a tro-

phy and hundred and fifty 

Ghana Cedis. The second 

team received two hundred 

Ghana Cedis and the team 

that was third received one 

hundred Ghana Cedis. Alhas-

san Ali, player of Yoo United 

was considered the best play-

er of the tournament and he 

received one piece of jersey. 

Abukari Abdul Hafiz, player 

of Rising Stars was the best 

keeper of the tournament. He 

also received one piece of jer-

sey. The top scorer was from 

Nasara FC team, Abdul 

Alhassan. He received a cer-

tificate and a piece of jersey.  

As Church keeps unveiling 

the nobility of the commit-

ment to dialogue, being open 

to understand others, analyze 

their belief systems and rec-

ognize all that is good in 

them, the documents of the 

Second Vatican Council in-

vites us to embrace various 

forms of dialogue with fol-

lowers of other faiths, such as 

Dialogue of Life, sharing so-

cial concerns, theological ex-

changes and the sharing of 

religious experiences.  

The Dialogue of Life attempts 

to share with others the expe-
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riences of daily life in a con-

structive way according to 

one’s own religious traditions 

by creating a climate of un-

derstanding, respect and soli-

darity. That means, that in our 

daily life we need to involve 

and interact with others as it 

is said no man is an island. 

So, interaction with people of 

other faiths helps us to 

strengthen our relationships 

and to cooperate and ex-

change with them our views. 

We are called to share that 

life, which sometimes means 

simple living, living together 

in harmony or working for 

reconciliation after conflicts, 

sometimes coming to help 

one another or offering mutu-

al support in difficult circum-

stances. Dialogue of Life im-

plies much more than peace-

ful coexistence. It means that 

we live deeply our faith amid 

believers of other religions 

and show by the way we act 

and treat others what we have 

discovered during our pil-

grimage as disciples of the 

Lord. 

 The JPIC-ED in Action at St. Stephen, Ajibode, Ibadan 

By Fr. Patient Cimanuka, M.Afr 

As long as the JPIC-ED is concerned about the promotion of human life, it 

please to support the Christian community of St. Stephen Ajibode, Ibadan 

with the finishing and other necessary needs for the full installation of the 

toilet that was built by the Christian community and got stucked at the cru-

cial level. Hence the JPIC-ED helped with the new pumping machine, 1,500 

litres of storex, cements etc... Now people come to church for prayers and meetings without 

worrying about where to go when human needs arise at any point in time. The Christian com-

munity is so grateful for that great urgent care and love for the human and physical growth of 

the community.  
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Once in a while, I create some time to discuss tough matters of today’s world. 

I don’t enjoy discussing refugee camps in Africa; neither do I take pleasure in 

the news of our brothers dying in air wilderness, Lampedusa, or Serbia in 

search of the Eldorado. Some are even more complicated, because they are 

directly mixed with politics: be it galamsey business in Ghana, Boko Haram in 

Nigeria and some other parts of West Africa, or coup-d’états in Mali, Burkina 

Faso, Burundi, etc. 

Such discussions, generally, end in the world ideas, because we find ourselves 

limited. We therefore look powerless, helpless and somehow hopeless! It sounds 

cowardice, minding our own problems when Africa and her children are dying, 

but there is nothing to lose in staying indifferent. Nevertheless, the question 

to me remains after discussion: is it really not our business? After all, are we 

not “the Missionaries of Africa”? It is in our blood, and we are not only sup-

ported by our Founder,1 but we are also rooted in the Scriptures (1Cor 9:22). 

Then again, how can one be effective today, for our bleeding Africa? What 

are we doing with our African politics? 

Well, from our side, some good news is reported: tree-planting, interreligious 

dialogue, ecumenism, peaceful living with African Traditional Believers. These 

are our consolations! It’s beautiful to see a tree growing, not only for the look, 

but also for shade and protecting our mother earth. It’s so practical and life-

giving project. 

However, should we limit ourselves in the “doing”? The ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ 

are necessary too. These essential questions keep us trying; not succumbing to 

our fears and failures. One of the “hows” we are facing in the tree-planting is 

related to the preservation of nature and keep on surviving. 

This enigmatic ‘how’ is due to the fact that people in the rural areas have na-

ture as their providing-mother. For instance, no one can make damuŋ (pito or 

Does it matter, anyway?  

By Fr. Venant Bukuru, M.Afr 
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local beer) with gas. This has been a tradition; it has helped many to pay 

school fees and cover the cost of living. How can one convince them to let a 

tree grow for tomorrow’s use, while they need it to survive today? And if 

they agree, what alternatives will be provided for them? Gas? Even for the 

haves, they need to travel hundreds of kilometers to get the smallest con-

tainer of cooking gas, which cannot cover the normal cooking for a month. 

How will you protect trees from roaming animals? A quick solution has been 

education on taking care of one’s own domestic animals. On the other hand, 

with our modern education, every child ought to go to school. Parents are 

hustling to pay school fees or extra tuition if not the school forms. In addi-

tion, there is no time in capitalism. The care for one another is getting lost, 

slowly but surely. So, will we find time for animals which eat trees? Well 

fencing them has been the solution, though a tree needs a full budget. The 

two ‘hows’ above, are not yet answered. And they will not be, unless the root 

cause is found! 

And comes in the news, the “black lives mater” business in the USA, at a 

glance, we all shouted, God forbid! And indeed, it was a scandal. But then I 

spoke to myself…does black life2 matter really? Should it be done outside of 

our beautiful continent with the above puzzles? Do “we” matter for ourselves?  

How can we boast of a beautiful Africa which hates itself? Ethnic and tribal 

wars, internal wars, dictatorship, nepotism, are done by our brothers, uncles, 

aunties, relatives and neighbors. I know, the reader will ask me whether I 

don’t see rising cities in Africa, beautiful cars on beautiful roads, beautiful 

children speaking French, English, Arabic, Portuguese, etc. O how can I for-

get the powerful guns in our armies? Powerful presidents! Yes, all these are 
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here, we are witnessing to it.  

In what way can we then boast of Africa, we serve, that has no stand, no 

identity? Which follows Russia, China, Japan, France, UK, and USA? Do we 

have the courage to ask our brothers and sisters in business to open Schengen 

Space? We are even learning from television the ‘true beauty”: light skin, white 

skin. It’s becoming so common to find complexed ladies because they are black 

of complexion. We cannot judge choices of people, but I wonder what is going to 

remain with us: genetically modified race? We are civilized people, keep quiet! 

All these are matters of Justice and peace. I have more questions than an-

swers. I wish and pray that they may disturb you, the reader. If you get some 

answers, share with me! But I feel we are only fire-fighters, without dealing 

with the causes of fire. How can we address it? It looks like we don’t have a 

choice although it is our mission. But still, does it matter, anyway? Yennu mi!3 
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The JPIC-ED commission of Saint Luke Parish, Gyedna held a medical out-
reach program on the 29th May 2022 at Saint Luke Parish. This program was 
funded by the Society of the Missionaries of Africa. The JPIC ED/ SVDP 
commission with the entire parishioners of Saint Luke Parish are grateful to 
the Missionaries of Africa for the support that helped us to carry successful-
ly our first major activity of the year 2022. 
As already mentioned, this program took place on Sunday 29th May 2022 at 
Saint Luke parish, Gyedna. It started immediately after our Sunday Mass and 
ended around 5:15 pm. It began with a short talk to sensitise people about 
the different diseases which are affecting people in Nigeria. The talk was al-
so to help them be aware of the contagious diseases and ways of protection. 
The main activity was different check-ups. This comprised of blood pressure, 
blood sugar, HIV, Hepatitis B and C, Malaria, Temperature, and Eye check-
ups.  
This program was successful and everyone was happy with how things were 
moving smoothly. The program was not limited to our parishioners. Our broth-
ers from other churches and other villages joined too; and they were attend-
ed by the medical personnel free of charge. We got more people than the 
ones we expected to the point that the few last comers were attended to, 
but some could not get medication. This demonstrated how important this pro-
gram was to our people here. Some people tested positive to some diseases. 
The apostolate will be now to counsel them and help them to take the courage 
to go to the hospital for more check-ups and see how to be helped at the 
hospital level. 

ACTIVITY OF JPIC-ED/SVDP AT GYEDNA, 

MINNA 

Fr. Norbert Issa, M.Afr (JPIC-ED, Minna area) 
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Laudato Si is the 

second encyclical 

of Pope Francis. 

During the fifth 

anniversary of 

Laudato Si in 

2020, the Pope an-

nounced a special 

celebration of the 

encyclical from May, 2020 to May, 2021. To 

close the Laudato Si celebration, he an-

nounced the seven year Laudato Si, Action 

Plan Platform. 

In April, 2021, the government of Ghana 

announced the Green Ghana project to 

plant FIVE MILLION TREES. The Ghana 

Catholic Bishops Conference (GCBC) also 

launched a ONE MILLION TREES plant-

ing agenda at a plenary held at the National 

Catholic Secretariat – Accra in May, 2021. 

To this effect, the Arch –Dioceses and Dio-

ceses took up this challenge to plant variety 

of trees and zeroed it down to the Parishes. 

The earth surface is supposed to be covered 

with trees, shrubs and grasses to maintain it 

to be as it was, when God finished creating 

the world and saw it and said; it is good. 

The beauty God saw on the earth is lost due 

to indiscriminate felling of trees, bush burn-

ing and sand winning. The surface of the 

earth is now more or less bare and rather 

covered with plastics and other substances 

that do not support plant growth. The 

brotherly love and peaceful co-existence we 

used to experience has been replaced with 

hatred and conflicts. 

In the Laudato-Si encyclical, Pope Francis, 

looking at what is happening to our com-

mon home, pointed out problems linked to 

pollution and climate change. We live in the 

era of pollution, waste and the throwaway 

culture, and the earth, “our home is begin-

ning to look more and more like an im-

mense pile of filth”, to borrow the words of 

the Holy Father. The pope drew our atten-

tion that the underground water sources in 

many places are threatened by pollution 

through mining, farming and industrial ac-

tivities. This issue of water is not strange to 

us here in Ghana with all that is happening 

with galamsay. As you go around, even in 

our parish here in Bolgatanga, you can no-

tice that there is a need to act in response to 

the call of the Holy Father. 

As Justice and Peace Committee members it 

is our responsibility to add to the call of the 

Pope, the Government and the Ghana Cath-

olic Bishops Conference with our actions. In 

that regard, encouraged by the Missionaries 

of Africa, using the committee members and 

the youth groups in St. Joseph Parish –Soe, 

we have planted and are growing forty (40) 

trees in a fenced area; we call Justice and 

Peace Garden. We also educated the youth 

groups on importance of living in a clean 

environment. As a result, we have engaged 

them to undertake monthly clean-up exer-

cise (every first Saturday) of the month 

which is slated to start in November, 2022.  

 

 

Laudato si – the refuge of the earth by JPIC 

Committee, Bolga  
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With the plastics scattered all over, the 

women in the parish are to be involved in 

the transfor-

mation of 

waste sachet 

water plas-

tics to make 

mats for 

drying 

grains, ropes 

to be used as 

dry lines or tying animals and school bags. 

This will engage the women economically. 

We have also helped in conflict mediation 

between family members, groups and soci-

eties in the Church. The mediation has 

brought about peaceful co-existence in the 

Church and the society as a whole. To eve-

ry problem, there is a solution hence the 

need to hold unto the suggested solutions 

above and also have a change of attitude. 

GRATITUDE TO JPIC-ED 

FROM EJIGBO M.AFR 

COMMUNITY 

 

In June 2022, at night during the 
heavy rain, the community was af-
fected by the lightning and thunder-
storms that destroyed the inverter. 
Consulting the experts, it was pro-
posed that big installations of solar 
needs to be protected against light-
ning and thunderstorms. Hence, The 
JPIC-ED supported the community 
with "SECURITY AND EMPOWER-
MENT OF CONFRÈRES" with Thunder 
and lightning protections and the re-
installation of the solar system for 
active ministry where the light is not 
constant. The Ejigbo community is so 
grateful for the security support and 
help rendered making ministry easier. 

 

Fr. Pierre Chanel Ulama, M.Afr (JPIC-ED 

Osogbo area) 

Ejibo community solar system  
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On the 7th August, Our Lady of Hope 

Parish, Bunkpurugu organised a workshop 

on Justice and Peace for the parishioners.  I 

must admit that this was my first workshop 

after the training. As result I was eager and 

happy to share my skills and experiences 

with the participants. Bunkpurugu is one of 

the Parishes run by Missionaries of Africa 

situated in one of the newly created regions 

in Ghana. It boarders Togo and Burkina 

Faso and people have relatives from: Gha-

na, Togo and Burkina.  

Participants were drawn from 9 dif-

ferent communities: There were 2 women 

and 7 men.  Amongst the participants were 

varied age groups; young and 

old.   Bunkpurugu is a conflict zone and 

there are lots of burning issues which can 

escalade any time though there seems to be 

a kind of negative peace where people seem 

to live together apparently in peace but with 

deep fear of stepping on the toes of the 

neighbour. Chieftaincy disputes are still 

looming though the case has been settled in 

court declaring one side a winner. Ethnic 

conflicts are rampant in the area thus ham-

pering peace and development in the ar-

ea.   Based on the conflict prone nature of 

community and its environs, the Parish 

priest and his team found it necessary for a 

workshop to form and train leaders of the 

various communities to be agents of peace. 

The training was centered on conflict pre-

vention and conflict mediation. This work-

shop will have ripple effects on the commu-

nities due to the challenges they are facing.  

The workshop made participants to 

be aware of the complexity of the nature of 

conflict: neutral, natural and inevitable. We 

need to learn to live with conflict and man-

age it for a sustainable peaceful co-

existence. This enabled participants to begin 

to appreciate their role in conflict preven-

tion in their families, communities and in 

their respective Christian groups and asso-

ciations.  

The workshop also touched on con-

flict mediation to equip participants with 

knowledge and skills in handling issues at 

the grass root level. Going forward, partici-

pants were asked and encouraged to share 

their experiences in conflict mediation. The 

diversity of methods in conflict mediation 

was an eye opener to them as mediation will 

necessitate more openness on the part of the 

mediator. At the end of the workshop, there 

was a general demand for more workshops, 

more support and more training at all levels 

including the villages. There is dire need for 

JPIC-Ed in Bunkpurugu area.  

Light at the end of the tunnel in Bunkpurugu 

By Fr. John Bosco Naaba, M.Afr 

 
Workshop by Fr. 
John Bosco at  Our 
Lady of Hope  
Bunkpurugu Parish 
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“We take heart that multi-
religious actors and institutions are 
working to build just and harmoni-
ous societies with a vibrant spirit 
of care and commitment to justice. 
The burdens of the human family 
are well-known to us. We know too 
well how war kills, maims and de-
stroys the lives of the innocent. 
We know the crushing weight of 
extreme poverty, how it stunts, 
humiliates, and plunders. We also 
know that the future of any socie-
ty is in the hands of its 
youth”(declaration of the 10th 
world assembly of religions for 
peace, Lindau, Germany 23rd Au-
gust, 2019). 

It is in the same spirit that, last 
May, we engaged with the youth 
of Savelugu in collaboration with 
Savelugu Parish community, to 
launch a football competition with 
eight (8) teams, spread in eight 
(8) days. It took us one full month 
to organise the committee and the 
teams. The aim was not just to 
know which team will be the winner 
but to create a conducive atmos-
phere for people from different 

point of view (Sunnite, Ahmadiyya, 
Christians and African traditional 
religion) to come together and to 
share their life experience. We 
had a short encounter with the 
committee to explain to them their 
role in maintain a good spirit dur-
ing the competition and helping the 
players to do fair play and to re-
duce the risk of physical confron-
tation. We also met the players to 
let them know that the beauty of 
football is not in the number of 
broken legs or arms but in the 
number of those who prove them-
selves to be the best players. We 
equally insisted on the importance 
of the local contribution and it was 
understood. Indeed with the help 
of God everything went on suc-
cessfully. We thank Savelugu Mis-
sionary of Africa community for 
having significantly contributed to 
the success of this adventure. 
Special thanks to Anacletus, our 
stagiaire for his dedication and 
professionalism in dealing with the 
teams. 

The final day, the winning team 
was rewarded with a cup, a set of 

By Fr. Pierre Songre, M.Afr 

Dialogue and encounter on the field 
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Jersey and an envelope; the sec-
ond received a set of Jersey and 
an envelope. The referees re-
ceived their TNT and some cer-
tificates were issued to the best 
players. Few days after the final 
match, some people started calling 
to know if we are going to organ-
ise another competition soon. We 
asked them to be patient. 

We noticed a friendly environment 
as some elderly people who came 
to watch the matches were willing 
to support the youth. We discov-

ered that some Muslim communi-
ties were also organising competi-
tions for their youth. Some play-
ers were hoping to be recruited 
by big football clubs in the coun-
try. Some young men have taking 
the initiative to try to organise 
the competition among themselves, 
a fact quite encouraging. The two 
challenges we registered as initia-
tors are: to be able to pass from 
provider to participant and the 
follow-up. 

 
 
 
 

Some activi-
ties of Dia-
logue  with 
the youth of  

Savelugu  
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Introduction 

Today, human beings in Africa and in other parts of the world face unparalleled environ-

mental challenges. Many scientists, ethicists, scholars, politicians and religious leaders at-

test to the fact that nature (environment) is undergoing an accelerated degradation. The 

rapidity of degradation seems to contradict the natural pace of ordinary cosmic changes. 

Some studies show that a significant number of species are becoming extinct day by day 

and that this rate could “double or triple within the next few decades.” The natural re-

sources that sustain life on the planet [air, water, soil...] are being polluted at alarming 

rates. The human population, especially in Africa and Asia, is rapidly increasing. While pop-

ulation growth is hailed in many societies, over population in some way contributes to the 

depletion of natural resources. Human beings have continued to encroach on the world’s 

wilderness, wetlands, mountains, grass lands, etc. Tones of wood are ferried from Africa 

to the outside world for commercial reasons, quite often, for the benefit of those in po-

litical positions. Sometimes, huge forests are destroyed for the sake of creating space 

for multinational companies to set up their factories. Again, the beneficiaries are mainly a 

few capitalists and some government officials. Animal poaching is another problem. God 

knows how many elephants have been ruthlessly and illegally killed in the African jungles 

and their tusks sold for ornamental or decorative reasons! Toxic wastes continue to accu-

mulate in many parts of the world. It is not uncommon to find plastic bags and bottles in 

street gutters.  

Indeed, the current relationship between human beings and the natural world 

needs thoughtful attention. This raises fundamental questions: How ought mankind to 

treat nature in a way that benefits the present and future generations while conserving 

nature’s integrity? Is it really ethically justified to treat non-human nature [animals, 

trees, plants…] as a mere means to human ends? Is nature itself not a bearer of an in-

trinsic value, i.e., a value that is independent of human evaluations? Does it make sense 

to talk of “equality of value” between human beings and nature, based on the fact that 

humans depend on nature for their survival? Considering the alarming situation of the 

current environmental degradation, how best can one reconcile human flourishing and en-

vironmental justice? In other words, what role ought human beings to play to bring about 

STEWARDSHIP: AN ETHICS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT-

ABILITY IN AFRICA 

By Fr. Bonaventure Gubazire, M.Afr 
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environmental respectability?  

This article endeavours to shed some light on these questions. Firstly, it at-

tempts to define nature in the context of environmental philosophy and to present the 

scale of environmental damage as given by some empirical studies. Secondly, it critically 

examines the anthropocentric contention that human species are superior to non-human 

species; a mentality that has largely contributed to environmental degradation. Thirdly, 

it proposes an ethics of stewardship as a means to reduce the rapidity of environmental 

deterioration. Fourthly and lastly, this paper recommends contributory measures for 

implementing the ethics of stewardship. These include a change of mentality towards 

the natural world through the application of key ethical values such as co-existentiality, 

personalised responsibility, proportionality and solidarity. 

 

Nature 

In this article, the terms “nature,” “environment,” “non-human nature,” and “natural 

world” are used as synonyms. They represent the same reality to describe the entirety 

of the physical and biological world as contrasted [but not opposed] to the human world. 

Nature is basically what surrounds mankind as life support. Nature encompasses organic 

and inorganic entities such as wetlands, animals, insects, plants, mountains, water bod-

ies, air, etc. Different organisms relate with one another to form what is known as eco-

systems. Nature itself exhibits an inherent directionality. Each organism tends to its 

natural function. The natural world becomes stable when living organisms fulfill their 

natural function or actualise their inherent potentialities. Thus, nature undisturbed is 

fundamentally good.  

In most capitalistic societies, nature is basically conceived of as a mere means to 

serve human interests. Human interests seem to override the interests of nature, par-

ticularly biotic nature. In other words, nature is given value insofar as it serves and sat-

isfies human interests. Mankind relates with nature simply for instrumental or commer-

cial reasons. Land has value insofar as it contains natural resources. A dog has value in-

sofar as it chases away intruders. A tree has value insofar as it provides fruits, shade 

or wood.  It can be argued that the anthropocentric (capitalistic) claim that nature has 

value insofar as it serves human interests is a major contributory factor to environmen-

tal degradation. Most ecological problems arise when human beings irresponsibly inter-

fere with the natural order by treating the natural world as having value only insofar as 

it serves human purposes. 
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Environmental Degradation: The Scale of the Challenge 

Environmental degradation is one of the pressing concerns of modern times. Efforts 

are being made to figure out how best mankind can face this challenge. Some studies 

show that the earth's average temperature has increased by more than 0.75°C over the 

last 100 years. If nothing changes, there might be a further increase in world tempera-

tures and disequilibrium in the natural climatic cycle. Scientists have tracked not only 

the changes in the temperature of the air and oceans, but also other indicators like the 

melting of the polar ice caps and the increase of worldwide sea levels. The same studies 

link the rise in temperature with phenomena like desertification in some regions, pro-

longed drought as well as stronger extreme weather patterns like hurricanes and cy-

clones. Natural calamities create a harmful impact on ecological systems, especially on 

the lives of humans and other biotic species. The worst impact of climate change is 

mostly felt by developing countries, especially in Africa. These countries largely depend 

on “natural reserves” and “ecosystemic services” like farming, fishing and forestry. 

Moreover, developing countries, more often than not, do not have enough capital to 

make it possible for the people to adapt to climatic mutability or to face natural disas-

ters.  

The rapidity of these environmental vicissitudes is largely blamed on human ac-

tivities such as the increase in greenhouse gases, unplanned urbanisation, encroachment 

on wetlands and forests, burning of fossil fuels, use of health-threatening pesticides in 

agriculture, manufacture and use of plastic material, etc. These activities, and many 

more, call for a critical examination of the way human beings related to nature. As 

such, a number of questions arise: What makes human beings think that the natural 

world is meant to be used as they wish? What makes current capitalistic societies treat 

the natural world as a mere means to human ends? 

 

Anthropocentric Conception of Nature 

Anthropocentrism is an environmental theory that considers the human species 

(Anthropos) as superior to non-human species (natural world). Human beings are placed 

at a higher position on the ecological scale. Mankind is above everything. The natural 

world exits for the sole purpose of serving human interests. Nature is simply a bearer 

of an instrumental value, i.e., a means to serve human ends. Anthropocentric thinkers, 

as it shall be shown, maintain that only human beings are endowed with the faculties of 

rationality and autonomy. Other beings lack them.  

The claim that mankind is superior to the natural world is not a new teaching. It can be 
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traced to Western philosophy, especially to Judeo-Christian and Kantian philosophies. 

From a Judeo-Christian perspective, human beings are created in the image and likeness 

of God (Gen 1:26-28). Human beings have a privileged place in the world. They are the on-

ly species created in the image of God. It is the unique mark God placed upon humanity. 

Only human beings, among God’s creatures, share with God the capacity to think and co-

create. For Augustine, “Man’s excellence consists in the fact that God made him to His 

own image by giving him an intellectual soul, which raises him above the beasts of the 

field.” For Thomas Aquinas, “...intellectual creatures alone, properly speaking, are made to 

God’s image.” This makes mankind superior to other earthly creatures.  

In the same vein, Immanuel Kant maintains that rationality and autonomy are 

proper to mankind. Rationality enables human beings to create values and ethical sys-

tems that not only render human life more meaningful but also capture the worthiness 

of other life-forms. Non-human species do not have such capacity. Only human beings 

can enjoy a sense of freedom. Autonomy is the basis for human dignity. It makes man-

kind an end in themselves and never a means to something else. Rationality and autono-

my, therefore, exalt man over other creatures. While mankind ought not to treat fellow 

human beings as a means to an end, they can, nonetheless, regard the natural world as a 

means to human ends. Rationality then justifies mankind’s interference with the natural 

world. Mankind has the right to exploit nature the way they want. Nature is basically a 

means toward human flourishing, even when it is used for luxurious ends. There is no 

equality of value between the human species and non-human species.  

The anthropocentric ideology is also reflected in a number of contemporary philosophers. 

For John Passmore, the natural world bears value only when it serves human interests. 

Otherwise, nature has no value. Similarly, Bryan Norton, maintains that the earth’s spe-

cies and ecosystems should be preserved for the sake of human well-being. Only human-

kind is the locus (reference point) of “deep-seated values.” Notice that this instrumental-

ist conception of nature is what inspires modern capitalism. Nature has value insofar as it 

serves as an economic asset.  

The anthropocentric conception of nature is not without flaws. It puts the natu-

ral world in a precarious situation. If the human species are considered superior to oth-

er species, then there is nothing that can stop human beings from exploiting the natural 

world the way they want, even when human activities are environmentally destructive. 

What would prevent a greedy capitalist from killings a herd of elephants to maximise 

profits on the ivory market? After all, these animals have no intrinsic value. They are 
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simply instruments for human use.  

Again, if it is maintained that the natural world has value only when it serves hu-

man interests, in a situation where nature can no longer serve human interests [because 

people see no value in it], it means there is no any need of conserving it. Richard Rout-

ley, for instance, imagines a case [last person case] in which a disastrous occurrence has 

killed all other human beings on earth, such that there is only one person left alive. If 

this person were dying, and it would still be possible for her to press a button that 

would destroy the rest of life on earth, would there be anything morally wrong about 

doing so, since the natural world has value only insofar as it serves human interests?  

In all, anthropocentrism does not guard the environment against harmful exploi-

tation. It gladly justifies human encouragement of the natural world, even for lucrative 

ends (non-basic needs). Most ethicists, as it shall be shown, disagree that the natural 

world has value insofar as it serves human interests. They claim that nature [or at least 

its parts] has a value that is independent of human evaluations. How true is this claim? 

 

Intrinsic Value in Nature 

Intrinsic value refers to the worthiness of an entity independent of human evaluations. 

It is the value that a thing has for its own sake. Intrinsic value is a worth that, properly 

speaking, “transcends” human evaluation criteria. Many ethicists subscribe to this phi-

losophy. James Sterba refutes arguments that exalt the human species over other spe-

cies. Though mankind has distinctive traits that other species lack [like elevated ration-

ality and moral agency], these distinctive traits are not sufficient enough to justify 

mankind’s superiority over non-human species. Members of the non-human species are 

also endowed with distinctive qualities that human beings lack. Consider, for example, 

the homing capability of pigeons, the speed of cheetahs, the “skilfulness” of birds when 

making their nests, the ruminative capacity of cattle, etc. As such, the distinctive traits 

that humans have are no more valuable than the distinctive qualities of other species.  

Tom Regan and Peter Singer refuse to subscribe to the anthropocentric claim 

that only human beings are endowed with rationality and autonomy. These two ethicists 

[though differently] extend “rationality” and “rights” to other animals. Animals have 

moral rights [in terms of claims rights] that are independent of human ascription. As 

sentient beings, animals have their way of thinking. They also experience pain and pleas-

ure. This implies a moral obligation, on the part of humans, to minimise the suffering of 

non-humans and allow them to also flourish. Mary Midgley doubts whether rationality is 

the key to human supremacy over the natural world. She, instead, posits the psychologi-
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cal feature of mankind’s insignificance before the natural world as the centre for their 

claim of dominance or superiority to non-human nature.  

In the same vein, Paul Taylor contends that every organism has a value of its own. The val-

ue consists in the full development of each being’s biological powers. Each individual or-

ganism is a teleological centre of life, pursuing its own good in its own way. It is ground-

less to claim that humans by their way of nature are superior to other species. Instead, 

mankind should consider the fact that humans and non-human organisms are members of 

the earth’s community of life. The relationship between mankind and nature should be a 

relationship of consideration, a relationship that respects the inherent value of each or-

ganism. For Arne Naess, all living beings have an intrinsic value independent of human in-

terests. Each being is unique and has value in itself. Biological diversity in nature contrib-

utes to the richness of the ecosystemic process under a complex matrix of interrelation-

ships. As such, there is a need to shift from a shallow ecology [instrumentalisation of na-

ture] to deep ecology [that acknowledges the presence of an intrinsic value in nature], if 

mankind really wants to address environmental problems. 

For Friedrich Paulsen, plants also manifest many of the same vital processes that are 

found in animals such as nutrition, growth, reproduction and many more. It is unfair not to 

acknowledge their intrinsic value. In this regard, Paulsen raises pertinent questions: “Does 

not the plant turn its buds and leaves to the light, does it not send its roots where it 

finds nourishment, and its tendrils where it finds support? Does it not close its petals at 

night, and when it rains, and does it not open them in sunshine?” After contemplating a 

water lily, which had spread its leaves over the water and basking in the sunlight, Gustav 

Fechner attests that the water lily must be capable of feeling the sun and the bath. This 

is to say that each organism has a right on its own, a right to flourish; hence, an intrinsic 

value that is independent of human accreditations.   

Nevertheless, despite its noble contribution to environmental respectability, the 

ethical claim that nature has an intrinsic value still faces some logical challenges: Are 

things really valuable because of the qualities they intrinsically have or are they valua-

ble simply because human beings value them so? Again, if the value of the natural world 

is indeed intrinsic [inherent in an entity] how, then, can it be known by other species 

including human beings? To say that something is valuable, does it not need a “valuer”? 

If that is the case, can there be a value independent of the valuer? Baird Callicott 
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acknowledges that the defining problem of environmental ethics is how to discover an 

intrinsic value in nature. The existence of a value presupposes the presence of a 

“valuer,” someone to identify or acknowledge the existence of a value. But this does not 

mean that the natural world cannot have an intrinsic value. Instead, the natural world 

ought to be valued not as a means to an end, but as an end in itself.  

Some thinkers, as it shall be argued, consider the concept of intrinsic value as a 

reflection of “transcendence” or “divine presence” in nature. Interestingly, the expres-

sion “intrinsic value” carries within it elements of transcendence. Intrinsic value is a 

worth that, properly speaking, “transcends” human evaluation criteria. It is simply there, 

present in its own right (causa sui). It does not depend on human beings for its existence. 

This is precisely the basis of the claim that nature is sacred. How justifiable is this 

claim? 

 

Nature as Sacred 

An entity is said to be sacred when it evokes reverence, veneration or awe. Such an entity 

is usually associated with divine or spiritual realities. Nature expresses an inherent power. 

It undergoes a continuous process of synthesisation. Different species continuously gen-

erate each other. There is an inherent directionality in the natural world. All things tend 

to their natural end. Every being has a good for its own sake. Things are good when they 

fulfil their natural function. Natural ecosystems are well ordered and harmonious. Each 

entity contributes to the natural order in its own way. Intellectually speaking, the human 

mind cannot grasp the immensity of nature. The human mind is rather left in awesome 

wonder.    

The sacredness of nature can be traced to Judeo-Christian religious philosophy. In 

the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth, and all the living and non-living be-

ings (Genesis 1-2). Nature is thus a creation of God. If nature is a creation of God, it log-

ically follows that there is something of God in nature. In other words, the environment 

echoes traces of Godliness. For Thomas Aquinas, God’s divine law operates in nature. Na-

ture is a theophany; i.e., a manifestation of God’s divine presence and divine plan. God’s 

divine design in nature evokes an experience of awe. This aesthetic experience is bril-

liantly expressed by the words of the Biblical psalmist: “When I see the heavens, the 

work of Your hands, the moon and the stars which You arranged, what is man that You 

should keep him in mind, mortal man that You care for him?..” (Ps 8:3-4).  

The sacredness of nature equally resonates in Kant’s philosophy of beauty. The beautiful 

experiences derived from the natural world [be it a flower, a mountain, a river, an ocean...] 
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are a product of what Kant terms “supersensible substratum” inherent in nature. It is the 

supersensible substratum (the sacred) in nature that makes one to exclaim: Oh! What a 

beautiful flower! What a wonderful mountain! What a marvellous ocean! Notice that the 

supersensible substratum is “revealed” to the human mind, but without the mind totally 

grasping it. The Latin suffix “super” means beyond or above. Nature goes beyond human 

understanding. Instead, it evokes awe because of its sensational magnitude (size, gran-

deur, height, depth...). Mankind feels small before its greatness. The effort to compre-

hend the totality of nature exceeds the capacity of human imagination. The mind finds it-

self elevated or “raised” towards nature (Sublime). Imagine the beauty of the sky; the 

beauty of a rising or setting sun! Imagine as well the beauty of a mountain, a rainbow or 

water-falls!  

Interestingly, most African traditional societies consider the natural world as 

“sacred.” Nature manifests “things” that transcend human knowledge. Most people be-

lieve that nature is a sanctuary of metaphysical or spiritual beings. It is a place where 

the spirits of the ancestors dwell. For Edward Kanyike, the natural world “is not a prop-

erty to be used anyhow, it is a dwelling place of spirits, a resting place of ancestors.” 

Nature connects man to the spiritual world. It serves as a ladder for climbing toward 

the supernatural. As such, nature deserves substantial reverence and care. 

Notice that the consideration of nature as “sacred” does not mean that the Afri-

can worships nature. The African simply sees the natural world as a mediator. In other 

words, he or she uses matter [the material] to reach the immaterial [the spiritual], the 

visible to reach the invisible. This is why sacrifices are offered to spiritual beings 

(ancestors) using material objects. These ritualistic practices normally take place under 

special trees in the forest or on the slope of mountains. There is a special relationship 

between human beings and the environment, a strong ontological bond that regulates 

the way human beings treat nature. For instance, among the Bakiga people of Uganda, 

before felling a tree, one has to seek permission from the ancestors. It is believed 

that the ancestors normally sit under trees to watch over the activities of human be-

ings. Permission from the ancestors is also sought before killing some animals, clearing 

bushes or crossing certain rivers.  

In a nutshell, most African societies conceive of nature as sacred. It is practi-

cally impossible to draw a line between the profane and the sacred, the physical world 

and the spiritual world. These realities are fundamentally intertwined. This viewpoint 

had for centuries prevented the African people from destroying their environment. De-

stroying nature would be tampering with the flow of life, a life that springs from the 
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ancestors.  

Unfortunately, times have changed. The relationship between human beings and 

nature has taken a different tone in today’s capitalist world. Nature is simply an eco-

nomic asset to serve human needs. This mentality has largely contributed to environ-

mental degradation in many parts of the world. The pressing question for the present 

times is: How can mankind treat nature in a way that benefits present and future gener-

ations without causing environmental damage? How ought mankind to treat the natural 

world in a productive and respectful manner? What role ought human beings to play to 

bring about environmental respectability?  

 

Ethics of Stewardship 

The ethics of stewardship suggests a relationship of responsibility between human be-

ings and their environment. It entails a thoughtful engagement with the natural world to 

avoid deplorable environmental damages. Stewardship is not a new notion in environmen-

tal ethics. Aldo Leopold applies it to land ethics, especially on how human beings ought 

to relate with animals and plants. Nathan Bennette et al use the expression 

“environmental stewardship” to express a concern that the message conveyed in stew-

ardship is not receiving global attention in most environmental preservation policies. 

Clare Palmer employs the term “stewardship” to show how the concept itself can be un-

fortunately misused to justify the human exploitation of nature for mere “recreational 

and aesthetic ends.” For Sachi Arakawa et al, “stewardship” still is the ideal pathway 

toward proper environmental management. 

  

In the context of this paper, stewardship describes a responsible treatment of 

the natural world through a caring attitude and a safeguarding practice. Stewardship 

challenges human beings to committedly preserve nature and to only tamper with it for 

the procurement of basic needs. The earth is a common home for human species and non

-human species. Human beings depend on nature for their existence. Nature provides 

basic needs such as water, air, food and shelter. Certain medicines are also obtained 

from nature. Interestingly, the term “stewardship” is closely related to the term 

“nourishment.” Mankind needs stew (food) in order to survive. A steward is like a shep-

herd. A good shepherd nurtures, sustains and safeguards the flock while taking some of 

it as food or source of income. Notice that a good steward or shepherd tampers with 

nature for the sole purpose of human survival (basic needs). No nourishment no life. No 

shelter no life. Human life is thus endangered when the natural world is treated care-

lessly. 
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As mentioned earlier, traditional philosophies and modern capitalistic societies 

place mankind at the centre of the Universe. Human beings are said to be superior to 

other beings because of the human faculties of rationality and autonomy. This trend of 

thought has continuously empowered many people [especially radical capitalists] to dom-

inate the natural world and simply use it the way they want. Yet, Judeo-Christian reli-

gious philosophy discloses an essential element which, unfortunately, has been, quite of-

ten, misinterpreted. Human beings were not created to dominate the world, but rather 

to have dominion over the world. “Be fruitful…and have dominion… over everything on 

earth” (Gen 1:28). “Domination” and “dominion” are two different concepts. Dominion is 

another name for stewardship. It calls for ethical responsibility in mankind’s handling 

of the natural world. Domination, however, connotes superiority over other creatures. 

To dominate is to control, overlook, or even to destroy. Instead, dominion is a caring 

attitude towards nature.  

Stewardship, as an ethical theory and practice, acknowledges the fact that envi-

ronmental degradation as a subject remains controversial. It is not without a sceptical 

voice. Nevertheless, there are strong reasons to believe that some human activities can 

accelerate the rate of environmental damage. As mentioned earlier, such activities in-

clude deforestation, over mining, burning of fossil fuels, manufacturing and use of plas-

tic bags, etc. These activities must be either minimised or halted to allow nature to 

flourish. Below are a number of recommendations that are likely to challenge mankind 

to treat the natural world in a more respectful and responsible manner. 

 

 

Recommendations 

Firstly, there is a need for mental conversion if the battle against environmental 

degradation is to be worn. The mentality that humans are superior to non-human nature 

ought to change. Education at all levels should take this point on board. Students and 

other concerned parties should be made aware there is an intrinsic value in nature inde-

pendently of human evaluations, wants, needs or desires. Nature ought to be allowed to 

flourish for its own sake. There is a symbiotic relationship between the natural and hu-

man beings. This is precisely the ethical value of co-existentiality. Human beings depend 

on nature for survival. There is no human life without food, air, water, and shelter. De-

stroying nature is somehow destroying oneself. Except to satisfy vital human needs, peo-

ple have no right to interfere with the ecosystem. Nature is also a home for spiritual el-

ements. For some believers, nature is a manifestation of God’s power and greatness. Con-

templating nature brings about inner wellness. It can relieve stress. The natural world is 
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thus not a personal property to be used anyhow or destroyed. Nature is rather a common 

home that must be respected at all costs.  

Secondly, environmental protection campaigns could be extended and accentuated 

at local or village levels in Africa. This is to allow the ethical value of personalised respon-

sibility to sink into the minds and hearts of people. “Personalised responsibility” suggests a 

voluntary concern for the wellness of one’s immediate [environmental] surroundings. Each 

citizen should be encouraged, for instance, to clean his or her homestead, business unit, 

path, field, etc. There is a saying if you want a clean village (country), begin by cleaning 

your courtyard and its surroundings. Governments and environmentalists should set put 

measures to encourage this practice. Coordinated efforts could be set in place to avoid 

illegal and ruthless animal poaching. Political rallies, schools and churches, etc., could offer 

a suitable platform for proper sensitisation on environmental issues. The use of plastic 

bags and other toxic materials could be banned. Where it is not yet done, garbage bins 

could be provided in public places like schools, markets, bus stations, etc.  

Thirdly, whenever there is an encroachment on the natural world, the ethics of en-

vironmental proportionality ought to be taken into account. “Environmental proportionality” 

suggests a respectful and moderate manner of tampering with the natural world. It rec-

ommends logical correlativity between encroachment and restoration. Whatever is tam-

pered with ought to be duly restored. Encroachment should be limited to what is basic for 

basic human life and not for lucrative or luxurious ends. This is precisely what lies beneath 

the ethics of stewardship. Restoration can be concretised through different environmen-

tal programmes such as reforestation, cleaning campaigns, reduction or ban on the use of 

dangerous pesticides, the introduction of non-polluting energies, recycling of plastic mate-

rial, etc. With the issue of reforestation, it should be a practice that when a tree is 

felled, two or more trees must be planted. Mining or burning of fossil fuels must be large-

ly moderated or restricted. Such measures are likely to reduce the rate of environmental 

calamities and other cosmic predicaments.  
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Fourthly and lastly, there is a dire need for an ethics of solidarity in this largely 

capitalistic world. The natural world should not be used to benefit or maximise profits for 

a group of people or for only a few nations while excluding other nations. Developing coun-

tries, especially in Africa, could be helped to adopt new energy technologies that are envi-

ronmentally friendly. Solar energy is an example. Africa is a land of sunshine. Africa is also 

blessed with large fresh water bodies. It is paradoxical and extremely shameful in this 

technologically developed world to find people suffering or dying of starvation due to pro-

longed drought when lakes and rivers are in their vicinity. What is the purpose of interna-

tional aid? Is it really intended to enable developing countries to become self-reliant? 

Since the Earth is a common home, there ought to be an equitable share of knowledge and 

natural resources among nations [solidarity] if the battle against environmental degrada-

tion is to be won.  

 

Conclusion  

This article has attempted to argue that the current relationship between human 

beings and nature (environment) needs serious attention. Nature is undergoing accelerat-

ed degradation. Some irresponsible human activities are compromising natural ecosys-

tems. Phenomena like desertification in some regions, prolonged drought as well as 

stronger extreme weather patterns are on the rise. The worst impact of climate change 

is mostly felt by developing countries, especially in Africa. Anthropocentric thinkers 

claim human species are superior to other species on the planet. The natural world is giv-

en value insofar as it serves human interests. This mentality largely justifies and legalis-

es massive exploitation of natural resources [mostly for luxurious ends]. Modern capital-

ism conceives of nature as simply a means to maximize profits regardless of subsequent 

environmental damages. On this premise, this paper has proposed an ethics of steward-

ship which challenges human beings to relate with nature in a responsible and respectful 

manner. Stewardship stems from the conviction that the natural world is sacred and has 

got an intrinsic value independent of human evaluations. Nature is home to spiritual ele-

ments that play a vital role in human life and environmental harmony. Nature and human 

beings are symbiotically related. As such, mankind ought to tamper with nature only for 

the purpose of meeting their basic needs. Unfortunately, modern capitalism continues to 

define the good life in terms of material prosperity. The natural world is nothing other 

than an arena for profit maximization. This remains a major challenge on the journey to-

wards environmental respectability. 
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There was a two day Capacity building workshop in Tamale from 23rd-24th August, 2022. This workshop 

entitled Promoting Peaceful and Inclusive Societies for Sustainable Development was part of the efforts of 

Justice, Peace, Integrity of Creation, Encounter and Dialogue (JPIC-ED) commission of the Missionaries of 

Africa to equip the confreres and laity drawn from different parishes in the sector of Ghana with skills to 

efficiently and effectively promote peace and manage conflicts in their respective communities for sustaina-

ble development.  

 

The theme of the workshop was central to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goal No.16 

which underlines the need to promote peaceful and inclusive societies based on respect for human rights, 

rule of law and transparent, effective and accountable institutions. As in many spheres of life, so is it to sus-

tainable development that there is no panacea, each community must find the best path to chart in respect to 

its culture, history, social and economic priorities, prevailing institutions and political or traditional struc-

tures.   

 

The achievement of this goal has its share of challenges in an attempt to chart the path for sustainable de-

velopment; increased environmental deterioration, depletion of natural resources, rapid population growth 

(especially in the developing economies), slow economic growth, debt burden, marginalisation, high cost of 

living, violent conflicts, climate change and food insecurity.  

To achieve social inclusion and integration as part of sustainable development, there is need to listen atten-

tively to the voices, needs and concerns of all people. The participation of all the members in civic, social, 

economic and political activities at all levels as well as respect for human rights, freedoms, and the rule of 

law. The existence of strong civil societies is important in enhancing active participation for public policy 

and institutional accountability. It is equally important to have access to public infrastructure, facilities, in-

formation, equity in the distribution of resources, tolerance and appreciation of cultural diversity, effective 

leadership and education.   

 

Peace is an important component in achieving inclusive societies for sustainable development as Martin 

Luther King Jr, underlines that for us to have peace on earth, our loyalties must transcend our races, tribe, 

class, nation therefore, we need to develop a world perspective. As Albert Einstein underlines that peace is 

the presence of justice, law and order. Johan Galtung equally underlines that negative peace is the absence 

of war and violence while positive peace is the presence of social justice.   

 

CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP IN TAMALE 
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Therefore, peace-building is a shared responsibility for all the community members as they 

acknowledge and address issues and concerns that cause conflict, the ability of conflicting parties to 

come together to discuss shared concerns and needs, promotion of dialogue and relationship building as 

various groups in the community are given space to express themselves. 

Confreres and parishioners at capacity building workshop in August 2022 at the cath-

olic guest house in Tamale, Ghana 

Fr. Patrick Obai Emukule, M.Afr 



 

 

It is a great opportunity given to share with brothers and sisters the activities of Justice, 

Peace and Integrity of Creation in St. Benedict’s Parish. We will mainly share with you on 

the tree planting exercise that we have been organizing each year during the arbor week 

celebration. 

 

As a response to the call made by Pope Francis in his encyclical letter Laudado Si, and the 

appeal made by the Ghana Catholic Bishops Conference and the Government of Ghana on 

“make Ghana green” Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation Commission in St Benedict’s 

Parish, Wa, has embarked on tree planting exercise. Over the years, it has become a routine 

for the commission to sensitize parishioners on the importance of trees that provide shade 

and beautify our landscapes. This sensitization is always done during the Arbor week cele-

bration. The insistence is always on the social, communal, environmental and economic 

benefits of trees. The commission mostly picks seedlings at the Upper West Regional for-

estry division and distribute them among parishioners to go and plant in their houses or 

farms. The seedlings include mahogany, neem tree, rose wood, Acacia, mangoes. 

 

This year 2022, the tree planting exercise was extended to most parishes in the Diocese of 

Wa in the upper region. Apart from the usual free distribution, 1,500 grafted mango seed-

lings were organized from Somaya. 

See pictures of the seedlings with Mr. Vitalis Diedong admiring them. 

These seedlings are meant to be planted on our various parish lands. To make people to be 

more responsible in taking care of the trees, this year each seedling was sold at 10 Ghana 

cedis. Individuals patronized and participated actively in the Arbor week celebration. 

For the year 2023 Arbor week celebration, the JPIC has the intention to nurse grafted man-

go seedlings so that other parishes in the Diocese and individuals can benefit. The Commis-

sion believes that, continuous sensitization could bring a change.  

                                                                     

            By Vitalis Sunbawierah Diedong 

                                                                   JPIC Chairman, St Benedict’s Parish, Wa 
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TREE PLANTING EXERCISE 
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